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eVereST
out 

SePTember 18
THE TRUE-LIFE 
DISASTER MOVIE

Empire hits 
everest’s 
base camp 
to experience 
new heights 
in the extreme 
survival genre 
WoRDS nIcK de Semlyen

WINTER 
PREVIEW 
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rouched beneath a crystalline-blue ice  
buttress, rocking back and forth on crampons, Jason clarke  
is showing Empire his holiday pics. 

“straight down, dude,” the australian grins, swiping at his 
iPad. “literally straight down 12,000 feet. We were going along 
with ice-axes. sixty-mile-an-hour winds, it was. and that’s the 
ridge-line there. yeah, dude, it’s a fucking ridge-line. Marty 
(Henderson) was on the middle and our guide Paul was on the 
other side, which was still death. if one of us had slipped...”

they call it ‘summit fever’: the mania that grips otherwise 
rational men and women, driving them to pit themselves 
against earth’s most monstrous peaks. clarke’s act of derring-
do, a trek up new Zealand’s tasman Glacier over christmas 
2013, required cojones of titanium. but next to the ultimate 
mountaineering challenge, the subject of the movie the star is 
currently shooting and the reason he was cliffhanging in the first 
place, it was the equivalent of a tricycle ride around the park. 

as the marketing for everest has trumpeted, the top of  
“the big e” is, at 29,029 feet, as high as the cruising altitude of  
a passenger jet. oxygen is scarce, the temperature scouringly 
cold. a rogue storm can blow in on a dime and make descent 
impossible. Put simply, humans were not built to be there. but 
for at least the past century, people have tried. When asked, 
before his third attempt in 1923, why he continued to put 
himself through hell in his pursuit of the wind-lashed vertex, 
George leigh Mallory replied, “because it’s there.”

the slopes of earth’s highest mountain are littered with 
frozen corpses, at least 200 of them. the area above 26,000 feet 
is even known, like a particularly gnarly area of the crystal Maze, 
as the ‘death Zone’. this is where, in 1996, the most notorious 
disaster in everest history played out. there have been numerous 
books written about it, with titles like left For dead. Magazine 
think-pieces and documentaries have sifted through the facts, 
attributing blame and recounting horrific details. and now, 
almost two decades after the tragedy that left nine extra bodies 
on the mountain’s icy shanks, there is a big-budget 3d feature 
film, with a crackerjack ensemble cast and cutting-edge VFX.  

“i think the right amount of time has now lapsed,” says 
producer tim bevan, who has shepherded the Working title/
universal project for a decade. “What’s important is to try to go 
places where not everyone else is going in cinema. and no-one 
has gone up everest.”

there Were talks, early on, oF shootinG eVerest 
entirely via greenscreen. after all, Gravity recreated space; why 
not mock up this equally unforgiving environment with pixels? 

that all changed once the director came onboard. icelandic 
filmmaker baltasar kormákur is a rugged outdoorsman. he was 
once nearly fatally trampled by a horse, while he turned down  

a chance to compete in an olympics sailing event so he could 
continue at theatre school. For his movie the deep, he spent 
hours in freezing water so he could steady the body of his lead 
actor. “baltasar is a tough Viking,” says producer nicky kentish 
barnes. “he’s all about endurance.”

there was no question, then, of him crafting this tale of 
survival on a temperature-controlled soundstage. “that’s not 
the kind of filmmaking i’m interested in,” shrugs kormákur, 
who has the brooding good looks of eric bana. “i’m interested 
in going places. in iceland we like to push to the limit. and  
a movie shot completely in a studio, you have too much control. 
eventually you end up with something totally dead and you 
don’t know where that death started.”

instead, he pushed for the first two portions of the 67-day 
shoot to take place on actual mountainsides. First, everest 
visited everest, with the production flying into nepal in 
January 2014. they discovered that even getting there was rife 
with peril. “lukla is known as the most dangerous airport in the 
world,” notes kormákur. “it’s a huge bowl, so to leave you have 
to basically throw yourself off the mountain. there was a 
crashed heli where we landed. i think someone had died.”

near the everest base camp, and later up the dolomites 
range in italy, cast and crew discovered what they were made 
of. it was the equivalent of shooting the towering inferno in  
a real burning building, a gruelling endeavour of the type rarely 

seen in big-budget filmmaking today. “you don’t have to act much 
when you’re at the real altitude and it’s minus 20,” says Jake 
Gyllenhaal, who plays scott Fischer, leader of the Mountain 
Madness expedition, one of several competing to make the 
ascent. “at points in time it got so cold that we were on the edge 
of frostbite. you get a little scared, you know? and that fear is 
an interesting feeling.”

Jason clarke — who, as well as that tasman Glacier trek 
scaled ben nevis alongside co-star Martin henderson as 
prep-work — plays gregarious kiwi rob hall, leader of the 
adventure consultants expedition. John hawkes is wiry 
seattle postal worker doug hansen. Josh brolin is seaborne 
beck Weathers, a “nerdy texan” with right-wing views who, 
says brolin, “probably shouldn’t have been climbing everest”.

thrown together as near strangers, the stars bonded 
between shivering fits. in the himalayas, they helped haul 
camera equipment — “they were basically donkeys,” grins 
kormákur — and hunkered down at night under electric 
blankets in a ratty hostel. “the food was horrible,” the director 
grimaces. “i don’t want to be insulting to the locals, but it 
wasn’t something you’d want to eat.” hawkes remembers it 
being too cold to read his book: “you couldn’t do anything but 
lie there. i had to bash the ice out of my socks in the mornings.”

in the alps, at least, there was an improvement in the 
cuisine. “a lot of fucking wine and pasta,” laughs clarke. i was 

calling John ‘seven-course hawkes’, because he’d take the whole 
menu. he was going, ‘they’re not too bad, these europeans...’”

there’s a Joke aMonG cliMbers: “three  
attributes of a good mountaineer are high pain threshold, bad 
memory and... i forget the third.” What they’re making light  
of is the fact that, at a certain altitude, your brain cells start to 
die. that’s one side-effect of extreme height. other symptoms 
read like the side of a pill bottle you don’t want to go anywhere 
near: insomnia, fatigue, dizziness, vomiting, amnesia, 
hallucinations... When you climb a mountain, you’re battling 
not just the elements, but your own body.

roughly 16,000 feet up everest, the film crew didn’t 
experience the whole shopping list, but got more than enough 
of a taste. “there’s something trying about it,” says brolin. “We 
all lost 15 lb up there, even though we were eating more than we 
usually did. your body’s just working so hard.” even the hardy 
kormákur found himself struggling. “We couldn’t have the time 
we really needed to acclimatise. the actors were getting really 
moody, and people started getting sick. real sick. Myself, i was 
just trying to fake that i was alright, not showing that my head 
was splitting. Finally i tried to shoot a small scene outside a 
tent, and it was the worst scene i’ve ever shot in my entire life. 
it was not usable in any way. after seeing the footage i was like, 
‘this is no way to put this film together.’” H

Top: Rob Hall  

(Jason Clarke) and 

Scott Fischer (Jake 

Gyllenhaal) debate 

what will get  

chapped next.

Above: Seaborn  

Beck Weathers (Josh 

Brolin) joins Hall 

(Clarke) for a gentle  

afternoon stroll.

Above: Director 

Baltasar Kormákur 

lends a hand.

“It got so cold, we 
were on the edge 

of frostbite.”  
 

Jake Gyllenhaal
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and so the next phase began. While a two-man camera 
crew prepped to head all the way up to the peak of everest to 
shoot wide shots and background plates, the production made  
a pit-stop at cinecittà studios in rome, then hunkered down  
at Pinewood in the uk, where the 007 stage was transformed 
into the apex of the planet. this is where, in summer 2014, 
Empire is treated to clarke’s iPad slideshow.

“let it snow! let it snow!” yells a crewmember through  
a megaphone, cueing an instant indoor blizzard. clarke tucks 
away his tablet, straps on his bulky backpack (stuffed with 
bubble-wrap) and clambers back into position. it’s an incredible 
sight: the giant soundstage is filled with huge, artificial ice-crags, 
one 40 feet high, while at its centre is a plunging abyss. this is 
the khumbu icefall, one of the most perilous sections of the 
everest ascent. For today’s scene the actors have to inch across 
the six rickety ladders, strapped together, that span the crevasse.  

this is all a lot more cushy than they’ve been used to. but 
kormákur is grappling with a new problem: it’s not cold enough. 
For one thing, the faux snow is not cutting it. “it gets in the 
actors’ eyes,” he explains with a head-shake. “soap flakes are 
okay for spin-drift, and potato works for a few things. but if 
potato gets stuck in a beard, it looks like you have potato in your 
beard.” to compound matters, several actors have intense 
third-act scenes coming up. Gyllenhaal’s big moment was shot 
on a real mountain so cold his nose-hairs froze, and the new 
close-ups need to match its verisimilitude.

after much head-scratching, the solution turns out to be 
simple. “We imported from holland loads of real snow,” says 
kormákur a year on. “then we filled a huge plastic box with it, 
dropped the temperature down to zero and blew real snow at 
the actors.” he smiles. “it’s the weirdest thing i’ve ever done.” 

  
eVerest is a tale oF Pride, hubris, braGGadocio, 
bad luck and dodgy decisions. there will be moments of chilling 

“It was brutal,” says ChrIs 
hemsworth of the 19th-century 
seafaring at the heart of ron 
howard’s In the heart Of the sea. 
“basically, it was like being in the 
trenches. they went away for two  
or three years, ridiculously young.  
On many occasions there were all 
sorts of disasters.”

the “disasters” that befall the 
crew of Nantucket whaling ship  
the Essex include huge squalls, 
drowning, an unprecedented attack 
by a furious sperm whale, shipwreck 
and starvation. the spectre of 
cannibalism also haunts the crew, 
played by hemsworth, benjamin 
walker, Cillian Murphy and new 
spider-Man tom holland.

“they don’t make movies like  
this anymore,” says Murphy. “It’s 
about belief, conviction and strength 
of mind over body. It’s also a film 
about friendship and loyalty. It’s one 
of those films you get so satisfied  
by because you go to a place you 

would never normally go to.” 
Originally set for a March release, 

In the heart Of the sea bobbed back 
to its current December date because 
howard reckons “it’s more of that 
early-winter kind of feel in terms of 
the tone”. this shift may also relate to  
the awards-friendly literary elements 
of the yarn. the events on which  
it’s based became the inspiration  
for herman Melville’s Moby Dick and  
the author is featured in a framing 
device, played by ben whishaw. but 
howard’s film, drawn from Nathaniel 
Philbrick’s non-fiction account, adds 
a different focus. 

“Occasionally it felt like it was 
going to take the shape of a boy’s 
Own adventure but then reality kept 
rearing its head,” says howard, who 
has now moved on to his third Dan 
brown thriller, Inferno. “there is  
a tremendous survival story that is 
there in the story. It’s just not what 
Melville chose to write about.” 
IAN FREER

horror and feats of extraordinary heroism. there will be 
breathtaking, wind-scoured vistas. there will be 3d yaks. 

“it’s about the edges of human endeavour,” is tim bevan’s 
elevator pitch. “it’s not a crampon movie. it’s a movie with huge 
characters and gigantic emotions, that happens to be set on a 
mountain. our main concern is that you care about these people 
putting themselves through the most gruelling conditions. and 
then every now and again you punch the most amazing image 
that you could possibly imagine. Just stunning beauty.”

high of concept and high of budget, everest has the 
potential to icepick its way to the top of the box-office chart. 
the precedents are encouraging: even the ropey Vertical  
limit was a surprise hit in its day. but the movie could also  
be a serious award-season contender. the script, based 
primarily on beck Weathers’ book, is by simon beaufoy 
(slumdog Millionaire) and William nicholson (Gladiator),  
not the kind of writers who turn out cliffhangers. 

spectacle’s all well and good. but baltasar kormákur 
admits that the biggest hook for him was the chance to explore 
the psychology of those who strap on boots, knowing they’re 
playing russian roulette against a mind-bogglingly big, bastard 
rock. since his film began shooting, 39 more lives have been 
claimed by everest, most during the avalanche in april this year.

“a lot of people condemn climbers who do these things,” 
says the director. “and i wouldn’t do it myself, especially  
given what’s happened in nepal lately on the mountain.  
but i understand them a lot more than i understand those  
who spend all their time in their mother’s basement with  
a computer. it’s like jumping from an airplane or speed- 
driving. you’re risking your life... but what’s the point of  
having life if you’re not going to live fully?” 

 EvErEsT is ouT on sEpTEmbEr 18 And will bE rEviEwEd 
 in ThE nExT issuE. 

In The hearT Of The Sea
out december 26FROM THE HIGHEST PEAK TO  

THE FIERCEST OCEAN...

“The movie is 
about the edges of 
human endeavour.”  
 
Tim bevan 

Negotiating Everest’s 

Khumbu Icefall and  

its plunging abyss.

below: Setting the scene: 

on location at one of 

Everest’s base camps.

AlTernATIvely…


